Barcelona, November 6th, 2017. Black Toro Capital (“BTC”) is pleased to announce
that Spain’s Government Agency Instituto de Crédito Oficial’s (ICO) Fond ICO Global,
has committed to invest €50 million into Black Toro Capital Fund III.
ICO’s decision to support BTC follows an extensive due diligence process into our team
and existing competing funds. Fond ICO Global’s €1.5 billion PE fund of funds selected
BTC thorough a tender process participated by other international funds. ICO’s
commitment recognises BTC’s capacity to source and execute investments in Spain’s
mid-size industrial companies, reinforcing their growth potential, providing financial
support as well as accelerating their expansion into international markets for “good“
companies with viable and proven business models undergoing financial and liquidity
constraints.
Black Toro Capital
Black Toro Capital, based in Barcelona, Madrid and London, is a private equity group
focused on providing flexible capital solutions for mid-sized companies in Spain by
structuring investments throughout the capital structure. New investments are arranged
as debt, equity and equity-linked instruments as well as discounted securities purchases
to de-leverage and recapitalise companies’ balance sheets. BTC looks to partner up
with existing owners and stakeholders of “good” companies with viable and proven
business models undergoing financial and liquidity constraints as well as strategic
leadership and ownership misalignments.
For more information, please visit BTC’s website at www.blacktorocapital.com and
follow us on Twitter @BlckToroCapital and LinkedIn Black Toro Capital
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The information transmitted is intended only for the person or entity to which it is
addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any review,
retransmission, dissemination or other use of, or taking of any action in reliance upon,
this information by persons or entities other than the intended recipient is prohibited. If
you received this in error, please contact the sender and delete the material from any
computer. This communication is for informational purposes only. It is not intended as
an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of any financial instrument or as an official
confirmation of any transaction. All market prices, data and other information are not
warranted as to completeness or accuracy and are subject to change without notice.
Any comments or statements made herein do not necessarily reflect those of Black Toro
Capital LLP, its subsidiaries and affiliates.
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